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Xpanda/Quantum uniquely designed tubular 
steel lattice pattern, retractable security gates 
have been widely accepted across the USA, 
Mexico and Canada by many high-profile 
brick and mortar corporate retailers for over 
20 years. To uphold the integrity of our 
maintenance-free, fold-away security gates, 
our professional installers across North 
America are in place and well-trained to 
assure complete customer satisfaction.

Many Loss Prevention leaders across the 
country believe when it comes to “Smash and 
Grab deterrence”, a visual and strong physical 
protection is still one of the most critical 
aspects of AFTER-HOURS security for 
storefront protection.

Why do you need retractable security gates?
 Security gates provide the visual layer of  
 defense against “smash and grab break ins.”
 Their bold, highly visible appearance makes  
 them a deterrent when your store is closed.
 They easily fold and roll away virtually out  
 of sight during business hours.
 They are cost effective and easy to   
 operate, maintenance free and
 esthetically pleasing.
 2-year warranty.

Why Choose Us?
Xpanda/Quantum security products are the 
best security gates, manufactured using 
unique tubular steel, very strong and visually 
appealing. They are visual deterrents at night 
when you need the protection, while 
continuing to provide a welcome appearance 
to customers. All of our gates and folding 
window grills come in a hard shell, high-gloss 
baked epoxy coating that is made to last. Our 
products are easy-to-use and can be neatly 
folded away to 15% of their opening size.

STOREFRONT SECURITY



STOREFRONT SECURITY

Many experts agree that a layered approach is the way to go for storefront security. While security film provides some 
protection( if installed correctly), it is not a VISIBLE barrier. The opportunistic criminal may or may not be successful in 
the break-in attempt but replacing the damaged windows as well as new film can prove to be very costly indeed. Roll 
down shutters, on the other hand , have the visual effect, but in many cases the shutters are installed outside of the 
storefront and may not conform to fire and compliance laws. Additionally, cost effectiveness and persistent maintenance 
issues for existing retail stores is challenging.

A senior LP executive at a recent trade show commented on the great results his company has achieved with Xpanda/ 
Quantum retractable fold – away gates.

“ The visual and bold after hours strategy deters ninety nine percent of the opportunistic good crooks from any 
attempt, they simply move on to a target that presents no perception of visual security…..The remaining one percent 
of the bad criminals…….they will manage and find a way to break-in: whatever obstacle is at hand”



Access Control Using Security Gates 
Attached to Mobile or Portable
Trolley System
Mobile/Portable trolley gates are retractable gates
mounted on to our unique quick connect trolleys.
They can be easily positioned and moved around within
the property to serve as a physical and visual barrier.
People will instantly see & understand that a given 
area is off limits and out of bounds.

Our unique system is used at:

 Retail Stores
Sporting Arenas
Grocery Stores
Convention Centers
Trade Shows
Shopping Malls
Airports
Pharmacies
Schools










Can very large areas be sec oned off 
with portable trolleys?
Yes, very large sec ons have been used for access 
control at sporting arenas and airports. There is no
restriction to length or configuration.

The fact that our gates are made from tubular steel 
makes them strong & lightweight and easy to 
maneuver and store when not in use. They can be 
reconfigured at a moment’s notice to anywhere in 
your facility.

Our mobile trolleys are being used in after hours 
situations to block off pharmacy areas, retail aisles and
kiosks from the public.

 

 ACCESS CONTROL



Access Control Assists with Reducing Shrinkage
Securely locking up items and controlling access to the merchandise can help control shrinkage.
Xpanda/Quantum Security works with retailers to help with their unique security – access control challenges 
and applications. Using fold-away security allows full access to the merchandise when required, and easily 
expands and locks when security is needed.

The strength and adaptability of our security gates allow us to design and configure applications, layouts and
mounting solutions to virtually any situation.

Speak with one of our specialists to discuss your unique challenge.

ACCESS CONTROL



Schools - Colleges and Universities
Access control gates work well in hallways during events that are open to the public. Many schools hold 
presentations, concerts and other events in their auditoriums or gyms. While the general public is given access to 
the school during these events, it is not advisable to provide complete access to the entire building. Access 
control gates clearly demonstrate which areas are off limits and keep unauthorized individuals out.

Many institutions offer space for kiosk vendors. Portable security gates are easily maneuvered into place when 
security is needed and fold neatly out of the way, to roll away, when not in use. 

SPECIAL SECURITY ACCESS
CONTROL NEEDS



Why use retractable security gates in my
manufacturing/warehouse facility?

Our unique tubular steel gates are powder coated white, grey,
black and safety yellow and are used for:

 

 Bay & Dock door entries
 Inventory racking to secure valuable merchandise 
 Portable sections to restrict access and/or quarantine

areas with sensitive goods
Safety barriers around moving machinery

What are the benefits of using retractable
security gates in your facility?

 

 Cost effective solutions to safety and security
Durability, reliability, safety and security
Portable – mobile and ease of use
Security gates for bay doors allow for ventilation
and preventing unwanted intruders
Highly visible safety yellow for high risk areas
Helps prevent accidental fall from elevated 
loading docks








There are many risks of theft and injury. Securing your shipping 
doors while ventilating with the doors open provides you with 
peace of mind that no unnoticed/unwanted people enter your 
facility.

DISTRIBUTION, WAREHOUSING,
MANUFACTURING



Man Door Security 
Xpanda heavy duty double diamond security gates are available with keyless egress using
either a thumb turn or
at night and worry free ventilation during the day.  

ADA lever lock. Double bi parting or single gates allow for security

Shipping Door Security
Peace of mind protection, 79” to 98” high, no restriction widths. Available in white, grey, black and safety yellow.

 Sign up for our informative regular blogs

Variety of Lock Options
Window gates are secured with our unique keyed alike SLAM locks (no loose pad locks).
Door gates use our fully extruded lock post with hook latch, lock options are basic
mortise cylinders, interchangeable housing for 7pin cores, thumb turn or ADA lever lock.

207 Lock Post for
Bi Parting Doors
Upper and lower rods
built in for additional
locking points.

See great helpful videos on the demos tab
on our website  www.xpandasecuritygates.com Mobile

Scan for
direct access

CONTACT US
1-800-835-0214
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